CIRCLE THE FOLLOWING THAT ARE A PROBLEM OR IF YOU HAVE HAD INVOLVEMENTS:

**ANTICHRIST**
- Rebellion, Stubbornness
- False Prophet Spirit

**ANGER**
- Rage, Wrath
- Irrational Anger, Self Anger
- Temper
- Violence

**BITTERNESS** *
- Hate
- Self-Hate
- Unforgiveness, of self
- Hurt
- Resentment
- Revenge
- Retaliation

**Jealousy, Envy** *
- Murder

**BONDAGE**
- Hyperactivity, Overbearing, Talkative, Impatience
- Stealing (Kleptomania)
- Physical pain, victim
- Blocked Emotion, Affection
- Blocked Completion, Frigidity
- Physical Cold or Hot.
- Workaholic, Perfectionism

**Trauma,** *Birth Trauma*
- Racism
- Tension Headache, Migraine
- Insomnia
- Compulsions, Competition
- Unclean, Messiness, Hording
- Bulimia, Anorexia
- Arson, Fascination with fire
- Finger Nail biting
- Hair twisting/pulling

**CONDEMNATION** *
- Guilt
- Unworthiness
- Accusations*
- Insecurity*
- Shyness, Timidity
- Embarrassment
- Intimidation, Over sensitive

**CONFUSION** *
- Forgetfulness
- Mind Control
- Mind Blocking
- Mind Hindering
- Soul Fragmenting
- Indifference, Double Mindedness
- Procrastination
- Illiteracy

**CONTROL**
- Ruler
- Manipulation
- Chauvinism
- Possessiveness
- Domineering

**CRAVINGS & ADDICTIONS** *
- Alcohol
- Nicotine
- Drugs
- Medications
- Gluttony, Food, Sweets
- Over eating, Fear of starvation
- Caffeine
- Affection
- Sex, Pornography
- Gambling
- Craving of Things
- Torment by withdrawal
- Idolatry of above

**DEATH** *
- Death Wish
- Suicide
- Murder, Abortion

**By Infirmity** *
- By Accident*, Driving too fast

**DECEPTION** *(Accepting lies)*
- Self-deception
- Delusion, blinding
- Deceit, Denial

**Lies to the mind** *

**DESTROYER** *
- Withdrawal,
- Separation
- Of relationships, Of Marriages
- Compromise, Division, Divorce
- Self-destruction, Self mutilation
- Failure, tragedy, Sabotage

**DEAF & DUMB**
- Seizures, Convulsions
- Deafness-physical/spiritual

**DOUBT/ DISBELIEF**
- Skepticism, Unbelief

**FATIGUE**
- Tiredness
- Laziness
- Insomnia
- Despondency
- Weakness
- Lethargy
- Sleepiness
- Slumbering
- Old and tired

**FALSE COMPASSION & RESPONSIBILITY**
- Co-dependency
- Need to rescue/false burden

**FALSE PROPHESY**
- False voices

**FEAR** *
- of Abandonment
- of Death
- of Driving
- of Future
- of Poverty
- of Spiders, of Insects, Snakes
- of Man, of Woman, of People
- of Animals
- of Disapproval, Not good enough
- of Confrontation
- of Germs, of Sickness
- of Satan
- of Going Outside
- of Rejection, of public speaking
- of Authority, of Doctors
- of Success
- of Dark
- of Height
- of Love
- of Loneliness
- of Commitment
- of being hurt, of Failure
- of Trusting

All phobias, Panic attacks
- Fear of: ___________________
HEAVINESS / STRESS *
Depression
Grief, Sorrow
Sadness
Hopelessness
Worry
Anxiety, Nervousness
Stress, Pressure, Tension
Crying
Heartache
Defeatism, Unloving*
Self-Pity, Pouting
Emotional Pain
Loneliness
LYING *
To Others, Exaggeration
To Self, Demons of the lies*
Satanic lie program*

IDOLATRY (False God)
Self
People, Pets
Things, Money
Hobbies, Games, Sports
Business/work/computer
Facebook, Twitter
Cell phone, texting
Lifestyle, Entertainment, TV
Problems, Sickness
Past
American Indian Ways
Food
Sex
Alcohol, Drugs
Others: ___________________

INFIRMITY
(May include any disease or sickness-be specific-address them by their medical names)
Unrepented sin and unforgiveness are typical doors - Inner-healing usually needed

JEZEBEL
Seductive Behavior
Witchcraft
Manipulation, Control

LEVIATHAN
(Blocks mind, Bible study, Prideful)

MENTAL ILLNESS
Madness
Mania (hyperactivity)
Retardation
Deaf & Dumb
Schizophrenia, Bi-polar
Paranoia
Hallucinations
Manic Depression

MOCKERY
Folly, Funny
STEALING, Cheating

MULTIPLE YOU
Use inner healing for traumas.
(Finally, pray for the real you that was made in God’s image to come up in you and stay)

REJECTION *
Fear of Rejection
Self-Rejection
Rejection in the Womb

PERVERSION
Lust
Fantasy, Sadistic
Lesbianism
Homosexuality
Masturbation
Adultery, Abuse of children
Molestation
Incest
Incubus, Sucubus
Harlotry
Rape
Exposure, Bestiality
Pornography

POVERTY
Financial Bondage, Blockage,
 Destruction, Cash stealing, Lack

PRIDE
Haughtiness
Ego
Intellectualism
Leviathan
Vanity
Self-Righteousness
Importance
Spiritual Pride
Arrogance

PROFANITY
Cursing
Blasphemy
Taking God’s Name in vain

REBELLION
Self-Will
Stubbornness
Disobedience
Anti-Submissiveness

RELIGION
Tradition, Doctrines, Ritualism
Legalism, Formalism
Martial Arts, False Religions
Yoga and the spirit Kundalini
Secret Societies, KKK
Free Masonry, Eastern Star

SELF
Selfishness, Self gratification
Self Will, Self righteousness

STRIFF
OTHERS:
Conflict
Bickering
Argument
Quarreling
Fighting
Criticism
Judgment
Gossiping
Accusation
Faultfinding
Meanness, Cruelness

TORMENT
Harassment
Nightmares

WITCHCRAFT/OCCULT*
Ouija
Familiar Spirits, Spirit Guide
Palmistry
Divination, Sorcery
Horoscopes/Astrology
Fortunetelling
Worship of the Dead
Charms, Crystals
Tarot cards, Pendulum
Voodoo, Wicca, Santeria
Medicine Man Spirits
Indian Witchcraft, Shamanism
Psychic, Séance
Witchcraft Control
Others: ________________________

-Ungodly Soul Ties to be broken:
Dad, Mom, Family members
Ex-spouse(s)

Spouse

Sexual Group, Sexual abuse, Rape

Others that have hurt you a lot, excessive control over you or out of balance relationship:

________________________
________________________
________________________